
WORKING
GLOVES

When it comes to working gloves, Mechanix Wear has no competition.  
So why not collaborate with the best of the best? Born from the 90’s 

in NASCAR pit stops, Mechanix Wear gloves represent an exceptional 
grade of quality, specialized to whatever task you put them on for.
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Mechanix Wear Glove Range

FASTFIT GLOVES
The next generation of FastFit ® work gloves are here. Take control with high- 
dexterity 0.6mm synthetic leather and stay connected with touchscreen technology 
in the palm of your hands. The FastFit delivers an unmatched fit with TrekDry™ 
evaporative cooling to keep your hands cool and comfortable. Intended Uses: 
General Purpose, Maintenance and Repair, Equipment Operation, DIY Home 
Improvement

Sizes available: XXXSmall to XXXLarge

ORIGINAL GLOVES
Despite its imitators, The Original® is The Glove That Started It All™. Tried, tested 
and proven for over 25 years, it delivers the perfect blend of dexterity and 
durability. The Original is built with carbon-infused touchscreen capable synthetic 
leather and breathable TrekDry® to create the ultimate tool for hardworking hands. 
With a gamut of practical uses, it’s no surprise that The Original is the most 
recognized and most frequently worn work glove by anyone with a toolbox. 
Intended Uses: Multipurpose, Maintenance & Repair, Equipment Operation, 
DIY Home Improvement 

Sizes available in BLACK: XXXSmall to XXXLarge

Sizes available in CoolDrive BLUE: Small to XXLarge

SPEEDKNIT ™ COOLMAX ® GLOVES 
SpeedKnit™ CoolMax® gloves are constructed with 13-gauge CoolMax® fabric 
technology to help transport perspiration and keep you cool while you work. 
SpeedKnit™ CoolMax® gloves are coated with foam latex and textured grip so 
you can work with confidence in dry and wet conditions. Intended Uses: 
Maintenance and Repair, Equipment Operation, Box Handling, Landscaping, 
Home Improvement, Manufacturing, Construction

Sizes available: Small to XXLarge

ORIGINAL BLACK NITRILE DISPOSABLE GLOVES 
Mechanix Wear 5mil Nitrile Disposable Gloves are powder-free and latex-free. 
Hand tools are still earmarks of the auto mechanic and 44% of hand injuries 
are due to puncturing, cuts and lacerations. A mechanic sporting nitrile gloves 
saves himself countless potential injuries on a daily basis. Nitrile gloves provide 
light protection from dirt, grease, oil and chemicals during messy jobs. Textured 
grip throughout the palm and fingers ensures you’ll have traction with your tools 
no matter what you’re working on. 

Sizes available: Medium to XXLarge
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